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The proliferation of social media brings with it a new world of business opportunities, but also the potential 

to waste an enormous amount of valuable time and resources. Businesses need to make intelligent 

investments in these tools to gain an edge over its competitors. With the help of an analytically-minded 

social media consultant, your business can:

 Focus its efforts on efficient social media use without wasting time on uncertain results

 Rely on a numbers-based system to track whether its social media use is effective

 Develop an engaging social media presence without being forced to hire social media managers or 

getting locked in to indefinite contracts

Without a strategy that takes limited resources and numerical data into account, it will be impossible to 

know if its expenses are actually producing results. B2B social media budgets are growing, but the 2016 

CMO Survey reveals that 40% of companies aren’t happy with the performance of their social strategies. 

Despite this, social media will make up almost 21% of the average business’s marketing spend in five 

years. That compares with less than 6% in 2009.

The social business is a paradigm shift that is redefining interpersonal and business relationships with 

colleagues, employers, customers, partners, and suppliers.

Value Proposition
Introduction

Birstgroup.co  @birstgroup
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Monitor Competitors

• Posts that yield high engagement

• Ideal post length, hashtags and sharing time

• Influential users who interact with your competitors

Showcase Your Partners

• Tweeting about them adding #hashtags

• Sharing and commenting on their network posts to 

increase impressions

• Sharing their Pulse content on LinkedIn, or even posting 

about their job openings

Comment on Breaking News

• Share a series of posts or opinion pieces containing 

quotes and unique viewpoints from your company’s 

leaders. 

• Reach out to journalists with these quotes. They may 

reference your business in their articles.

Data Management

• Utilize data to build email lists/integrate with other 

marketing systems.

Best Practices
Introduction

Join Groups and Communities 

• This will help reach users who are interested in your 

industry or offerings, helping generate buzz around your 

content.

Share Original Content

• Using social media to draw eyes to your website content 

can boost awareness-focused metrics, such as shares, 

page views and time-on-page.

Share Outside Content

• To fill gaps between new content releases, share third-

party pieces to keep followers engaged and build a 

reputation as an information resource.

Analyze your Efforts

• Keeping a tab on statistics, such as follower growth and 

engagement rate, can also help optimize aspects of any 

B2B social media strategy.
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Focusing on original visual content, IBM’s Twitter account has averaged more than 45 likes 

and 51 retweets per post over the month of August.

Best Practices 
Introduction

Source: Keyhole account tracker
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Citrix web conferencing program has passed 50,000 followers. A reason why is the company’s 

varied approach to posting. The account shares industry news, business updates, content pieces 

— such as blog posts from outside writers

Best Practices 
Introduction

Source: Keyhole account tracker
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What does Birst Group offer?
ABOUT US

MARKETING

We plan out the media 

schedule using HubSpot and 

other tools and allow you to 

preview the information on 
your accounts. 

CONTENT

You may want posts going out 

several times a day or you 

may want them going out a 

few times a week. We will 

write or craft the content to be 

scheduled on your social 
media profiles. 

RELATIONSHIPS

We develop optimum 

engagement with your 

prospects, customers and 
influencers. 

RESULTS

To ensure your campaigns are 

optimized you will receive a 

monthly performance report of 

metrics, such as retweets, 

network growth, and traffic 
sources.

COMMUNITY

Your community manager will 

monitor the social web for 

questions and comments that 

people post, and reply to 
further the discussion. 

The activities of social media require content creation, monitoring buzz on networks, tracking keywords and engaging with industry influencers. 

2 3 41
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• Once you’ve signed up, our Social Media team will 

carry out research and preparation work prior to 

making any posts to your social media accounts.

• Make Daily Tweets & Posts

• Re-tweet useful information & industry specific 

news.

• We’ll actively research/follow potential business 

Twitter & Linkedin users that could be beneficial to 

your business and respond to relevant Tweets and 

comments /discussions on your behalf.

• Network with other Twitter and Linkedin users. 

Hashtag Creation and Management –

• We'll keep a close eye on trending topics, and 

when appropriate, jump in on the conversation 

using the appropriate hashtag

• Apply Cross linking. 

• Integrate a live Twitter feed on your website

• Provide you with detailed monthly statistical 

reports

Scope of Work
SOCIAL MEDIA MANAGEMENT

" In fact, IDC's recent Social Business 

Survey indicates that the top 5 reasons 

end users are conducting social 

business initiatives are to:

• Acquire knowledge/ask questions.

• Share knowledge/contribute ideas.

• Communicate with customers.

• Create awareness about company 

product or service. 

• Communicate with internal 

colleagues” 
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ENTERPRISE $ 6,000 P/MPROFESSIONAL $3,000 P/M

Up to 3 social profiles

Up to 150 posts,

Audience targeting, 

engagement, and 

management.

Monthly social 

analytics & reporting

BUSINESS $4,500 P/M

Compare Service Levels
PRICING

We focus on actionable goals and measurable results for social media marketing. Our team 

of professionals will go to work with you to develop a strategy that is right for your business.

Up to 4 social profiles

Up to 200 posts,

Audience targeting, 

engagement, and 

management.

Monthly social 

analytics & reporting

Up to 6 social profiles

Up to 400 posts,

Audience targeting, 

engagement, and 

management.

Monthly social 

analytics & reporting

We understand that there is no one-size-fits-all solution that will work for every business. So we’re 

happy to talk about your specific Social Media Marketing needs and come up with an actionable, 

measurable plan that will work for you.
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Lean size allows it to adapt as your goals evolve – Our team is small, experienced, and has access to 

crowd sourced talent; that’s an intentional decision. We specialize in inbound marketing for the technology 

industry bringing knowledge and extensive expertise to serve you as your business goals change. We 

deliver advice that keeps pace with your expanding organization.

Only works with a handful of clients – We’re selective about how many clients we agree to work with. 

Having partnerships with a few clients for long terms allows us to serve you better. We can devote more 

time and attention to understanding the inner workings of your company, niche, solutions and competitors.

Our approach to digital marketing is “customer driven” – understanding market drivers and trends, 

defining and aligning the right customer touch points, then activating digital marketing to acquire and retain 

customers.

Why choose Birst Group
DIGITAL AGENCY
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Marketing & Communications Services Portfolio
DIGITAL AGENCY
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ANY QUESTIONS OR 

AREAS YOU WOULD LIKE 

TO FIND SOLUTIONS FOR?

Birstgroup.co  @birstgroup


